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• Portal Cultivates Spatial Thinking
• Collaboration in Portal for ArcGIS
  - Multi-Int
  - Across an organization
  - Controlled Access
  - Direct and Indirect Collaboration
• Reporting in Portal for ArcGIS
  - Share unfinished reports with colleagues
  - Customizable presentation applications

GIS has the power to integrate.
Portal Cultivates Spatial Thinking

1. Define
2. Describe
3. Evaluate
4. Enable
A Platform for the IC

- Intelligence Analysts
- Geospatial Analysts
- Policy Makers
- Imagery Analysts
- Operators
- Senior Executives
- Enterprise Integration

Portal

- Analysis Services
- Internal Data Sources
- External Data Sources
Demo
Craig Cleveland

Information Products in Portal
Web Map Enables…
Portal Introduction
Demo

Natalie Feuerstein

Create a Web Map
Fuse multiple sources of information
Create a new Information Product
Demo
Craig Cleveland

Discover relevant maps
Publish new Information Product
Thank you...

- Please fill out the session survey:

  **First Offering ID: 1501**

  Online – [www.esri.com/ucsessionsurveys](http://www.esri.com/ucsessionsurveys)

  Paper – pick up and put in drop box

Mary – mclawson@esri.com
Craig – ccleveland@esri.com
Natalie – nfeuerstein@esri.com